CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

CUSTOMER PROFILE
• Up to 20 times faster
than manual or
barcode processes
• Reads dozens of tags
simultaneously
• Read ranges (inches
to hundreds of feet)
• Doesn’t require a lineof-sight to scan tags

El Paso-Teller County 9-1-1 Authority in Colorado
Springs, Colorado provides equipment and
services to seven 9-1-1 call taking and dispatch
centers in the two-county region. The Authority
provides Quality Assurance, Training, Information
Technology Services, Geographic Information
Services, and Public Education.

BACKGROUND
The Authority is responsible for inventorying over 4,000 assets across about a
dozen sites in two counties. Assets including laptops, computers, servers,
vehicles, furniture, telecom, two-way radios, and a variety of other equipment must
be inventoried.

THE CHALLENGE
Authority personnel were spending a lot of man-hours to complete their fixed asset
inventory and needed a solution to ease data management. Prior to implementing
RFTrack, the Authority was utilizing barcode scanning to complete the inventory
process.
inLogic provides RFID
asset tracking solutions
that help clients save
time, reduce operating
costs, and improve
accuracy.

THE SOLUTION
The Authority deployed a passive RFID system using inLogic’s RFTrack software
platform, which imports their fixed asset data. Passive RFID tags from Metalcraft
and Vizinex were deployed on assets, and a handheld RFID reader is used to
perform the inventories. The solution has significantly reduced the time it takes to
perform inventories. Areas that used to take 1-2 hours to inventory are now taking
as little as 5 minutes. That equates to as much as a 95% reduction in inventory
time.
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Decrease in inventory time
Improved data management
As much as 95% reduction in inventory time
Areas that used to take 1-2 hours take as little as 5 minutes
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